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TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION OF LASER PULSES FROM

JIGUANG-I LASER FACILITY WITH A COMPACT DUAL

FUNCTION AUTOCORRELATOR
*
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�), Qiu Yang(� �), L�u Tie-zheng(���),

Teng Hao(� �), Wang Zhao-hua(	��), and Zhang Jie(Æ �)

Laboratory of Optical Physics, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080, China

(Received 27 March 2001; revised manuscript received 14 May 2001)

An optical pulse autocorrelator for rapid and slow scanning is described in this paper. Using an audio loudspeaker

on one arm, an interferometric rapid-scanning signal of the output from a high-repetition laser oscillator is obtained.

However, by adjusting the positions of the mirrors and using a step-motor on another arm, the intensity autocorrelation

function of the output from a low-repetition laser ampli�er can be easily measured. Using all-reecting optics and an

adequate nonlinear crystal, the whole instrument is very compact and has been used to measure sub-20 fs light pulses

in both con�gurations with excellent agreement. In the slow-scanning con�guration, a pulse train as long as 500ps has

been determined. Using this autocorrelator, the home-made JIGUANG-I CPA laser facility was characterized for its

pulse duration evolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Autocorrelation measurement is a fundamental

way to determine the pulse duration of ultrashort

pulses. Because of its simplicity, it remains the most

interesting area[1] in ultrashort pulse laser technol-

ogy, while a more complete characterization[2;3] for

ultrashort pulses has been possible. The commonly

used strategy is a combination of a Michelson inter-

ferometer with a second-order process, which is con-

nected to the autocorrelation function of femtosecond

laser pulses. A number of nonlinear interactions have

been utilized in autocorrelation measurement, such as

the second harmonic generation, two-photon uores-

cence, multiple-order uorescence, the optical Kerr ef-

fect, surface harmonic generation, second harmonic

generation on reection, and two-photon absorption

in semiconductors etc. These have been extensively

applied to the intensity or �eld multiplication pro-

cess necessary for obtaining an autocorrelation func-

tion. Among these, the second harmonic generation

(SHG)[4;5] is the most important and has been most

comprehensively applied for its simplicity and conve-

nience. Furthermore, a large variety of nonlinear crys-

tals provide nonlinearities with very fast response and

very broad spectral range.

Basically, there are three kinds of SHG auto-

correlation scheme. The �rst two are based on

the noncollinear method with intensity autocorre-

lation: one is the so-called scanning autocorrela-

tion, and the other is single-shot autocorrelation.[6;7]

Both of these schemes should be calibrated measure-

ments, for they may result in error and doubt. The

third scheme is the collinear rapid-scanning scheme[8]

that utilizes interferometric autocorrelation (IAC).

Being a self-calibrated measurement,[9] by which the

pulse width can be read out directly, IAC is the

most widely accepted standard for pulse duration

characterization.[10] The shortcoming of the third

scheme is that it can only be used for pulses with

a repetition no smaller than 1kHz and a duration no

longer than a few picoseconds.[11] Here, we introduce

a method combining the two scanning autocorrela-

tions (the �rst and the third schemes) in one com-

pact design of autocorrelator. Using a speci�cally de-

signed light path, noncollinear and collinear con�g-

urations can be easily exchanged. Thus, the advan-

tages of the two schemes can be fully exploited; the

noncollinear scanning autocorrelation, which can be

utilized for low repetition and long pulse duration, is

an internal-calibrated measurement with the collinear

IAC measurement on the same instrument. Moreover,
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the use of all-reecting optics and reasonable choice of

BBO (�-BaB2O4) crystal enables us to obtain a large

bandwidth and tuning range. The whole instrument is

very compact and has been used to successfully mea-

sure sub-20 fs light pulses in both con�gurations. In

the slow-scanning con�guration, up to 500ps pulses

at a 10Hz repetition has been observed. The rapid-

scanning signal is obtained with an oscilloscope, while

the slow-scanning curve can be displayed in a com-

puter.

II. PRINCIPLE AND DESIGN

In the two con�gurations for the scanning auto-

correlation measurement stated above, the laser beam

is split into two and then combined in a frequency-

doubling crystal. The �rst scheme uses a retroreec-

tor mounted on a linear motion device, such as an au-

dio loudspeaker or other shaker. As the loudspeaker

is driven by a sinusoidal or triangular waveform, a

collinear interferometric rapid-scanning autocorrela-

tion signal is produced.

Letting the electric �eld of the laser pulse be "(t),

the second-order correlation function reads

G(2)(�) =

Z +1

�1

"2(t)"2(t� �)dt

Z +1

�1

"4(t)dt

=

Z +1

�1

I(t)I(t� �)dt

Z +1

�1

I2(t)dt

: (1)

In the collinear con�guration, the interferometric au-

tocorrelation can be realized. At this time, the fun-

damental frequency light and the SH light appear at

the same time. The generated signal is S(�),

S(�) = A(�) + 4B(�) + 2C(�); (2)

where

A(�) =

Z +1

�1

["4(t) + "4(t� �) + 4"2(t)"2(t� �)]dt;

B(�) =

Z +1

�1

["2(t) + "2(t� �)]"(t)"(t� �)

� cos[!� + �(t)� �(t� �)]dt;

C(�) =

Z +1

�1

"2(t)"2(t� �)]

� cos 2[!� + �(t)� �(t� �)]dt:

We have S(0) = 16

Z +1

�1

"4(t)dt, S(1) = 2

Z +1

�1

"4(t)dt, and the signal-to-noise ratio is 8:1.

The second con�guration mounts the retroreec-

tor on a step-motor. As the step-motor is moved

slowly and precisely, the noncollinear sum-frequency

mixing of two beams generates the optical autocorre-

lation. At this time, the PMT only detects the pulse

envelope, and the detected signal is

S(L) / G(2)(�); (3)

where L is the optical path delay, connected to the

time domain by light velocity c.

In the former con�guration, the visual and clear

autocorrelation signal can be displayed on the oscil-

lograph screen, especially for the high-repetition laser

pulses with a duration of sub-100 fs. However, when

pulses are longer or the repetition is lower, the sec-

ond con�guration is more advantageous. All of these

conditions are often met in practical circumstances;

for example, in the generation and ampli�cation of ul-

trashort optical pulses, the technique of chirped pulse

ampli�cation (CPA) is a fundamental scheme. Light

pulses from the laser oscillator are of a short duration

(femtosecond) and high-repetition; the pulses from

the stretcher are of a long duration (picosecond) and

high-repetition; the pulses from the ampli�er are of a

long duration (picosecond) and low-repetition; and the

pulses from compressor are of a short duration (fem-

tosecond) and low-repetition. Therefore, it is useful to

couple these two con�gurations in a single instrument.

By simple adjustment, it can be used to measure all

these kinds of light pulses.

In order to combine the desirable characteristics

in one compact instrument, we must make a very care-

ful and elaborate design. To realize the non-dispersive

optics and to accommodate collinear and noncollinear

nonlinear interactions in one focusing system, a re-

ecting focusing-collimating optics is used to couple

the beams from the two arms into the nonlinear crys-

tal. The two o�-axis focusing mirrors have the same

focal length of 50mm. The BBO crystal is used as

the SHG crystal since it has a large e�ective nonlin-

ear coeÆcient, broad spectral range and fast response.

Two BBO crystals are prepared: one is 100�m thick

and used for the measurement of long pulses with low

intensity; the other is 20�m thick, which induces neg-

ligible pulse stretching and can be used to measure

very short pulses. Both of the BBO crystals are type I

phase matching, 29.2Æ cut, which has proved to have a
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large bandwidth and tuning range for the SHG process

of the 800nm laser.[12]

A commercial audio loudspeaker on one arm,

which is mounted on a one-dimensional precise man-

ual movable stage, provides the rapid scanning. By

shifting the movable stage, it is easy to transfer from

collinear to noncollinear interactions. In noncollinear

interaction, the intensity autocorrelation function is

generated through slow scanning provided by a step-

motor on another arm. The step-motor ensures a rel-

atively large time delay, bene�ting the measurement

of long pulses. The movement of the step-motor is

0.5mm per 4000 cycles. Since the path length is twice

the displacement of the step-motor, the precision cor-

responds to 0.83fs per turn. The kinetic range of the

step-motor is 80mm, and the maximum optical path

delay length is 160mm, corresponding to a 530ps foot

width. There has not been an available method to

measure a pulse with a duration as long as a few hun-

dreds of picosecond. This makes it awkward to design

and optimize pulse stretchers in CPA systems. This

is one reason that we have used such a long kinetic

range step-motor with high precision in our autocor-

relator. A computer controls the slow-scanning signal

readout, and the corresponding program is edited and

compiled using Visual Basic.

The schematic layout of such an autocorrelator is

shown in Fig.1. Two con�gurations are easily trans-

ferred to each other by moving the micropositioner,

on which the speaker is mounted, as also shown in

Fig.1. Such an autocorrelator has been manufac-

tured as a prototype product which is as compact as

350� 250� 160mm3.

Fig.1. The schematic layout of the autocorrelator,

where PMT is a photomultiplier tube.

III.OPTICAL PULSE AUTOCORRLATION

MEASUREMENT

The JIGUANG-I laser facility[13] is a recently con-

structed table-top terawatts Ti:Sapphire laser at the

Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

The pulse duration characterization is completed us-

ing this autocorrelator.

In the laser facility, the oscillator works at a repe-

tition of 82MHz; the broad bandwidth output from the

oscillator can support a pulse duration shorter than

10fs, so that the seeding pulses can be measured in

both schemes of collinear and noncollinear. Moving

the speaker to the right-hand side where both split

pulses from the two arms coincide at the same dot on

the focusing mirror, then we have the collinear con�g-

uration. Further �ne adjustments to the delay to make

both pulses overlap in the temporal domain enable us

to see an increasing SHG signal. To observe the in-

terferometric autocorrelation trace, we have detected

the SHG signal with a photomultiplier tube (PMT)

after blocking the fundamental wave by a low-pass �l-

ter and then injecting the transferred electrical signal

into a fast oscilloscope (Tek Inc, 485). Driving the

speaker by a 10Hz triangular wave forming electrical

pulses enables us to watch the interferometric autocor-

relation trace on the oscilloscope and to deal with this

further using a computer. Figure 2 shows a typical in-

terferometric autocorrelation of the Ti:Sapphire laser

oscillator, which we have developed, with a duration

of 12.8fs. Compared with the bandwidth of 100nm, a

small chirp does exist in the laser pulses, which is a

key technique in our CPA system.[14]

Fig.2. Field autocorrelation measurement of ultra-

short pulses.
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Fig.3. Intensity autocorrelation measurement of ul-

trashort pulses: (a) pulses from the femtosecond oscil-

lator; (b) pulses after the compressor.

For the stretched laser pulses or the 10Hz ampli-

�ed laser pulses, it is diÆcult to carry out the measure-

ment in the rapid-scanning con�guration. We have

measured them by intensity autocorrelation. But be-

fore that, the precision of the step-motor should be

determined and the correctness of this con�guration

should be approved. We made this veri�cation by

measuring the pulse length in the slow-scanning con-

�guration. Recovering the position of the speaker to

the left-hand side, and letting the beam spots from

the two arms apart from the focusing mirror, the non-

collinear con�guration is then set up. The adjust-

ment of the noncollinear con�guration for very short

pulses is diÆcult because the overlaps in both tem-

poral and spatial domains should be ful�lled in an

ultra-thin BBO crystal. However, it is much easier

to quickly catch the overlap domains by using a thick

BBO crystal for pre-adjustment. Once the two replica

pulses overlap in the crystal temporally and spatially,

the noncollinear frequency-summing light can be seen

between two frequency-doubling lights. Maximizing

the signals by �nely adjusting the overlap, we then

replace the thick crystal with the ultra-thin crystal.

The signal from the PMT is read out and stored in

the computer. To sweep the step-motor enables us

to obtain the intensity autocorrelation trace. Figure

3(a) shows the result with this measurement function

for the same femtosecond laser oscillator. The pulse

duration can be determined precisely to be 12.9fs as-

suming a sech2 shape. The result is in excellent agree-

ment with the rapid-scanning measurement as shown

in Fig.3(a). This con�rms that these two independent

measurements are correct.

After passing through the stretcher, the 82MHz

laser pulses are divided into 10Hz pulses and sent into

a two-stage multipass ampli�er. Then the 10Hz am-

pli�ed pulses are sent into the compressor to cancel

the positive chirp. Because of the gain narrowing in

the ampli�cation process and spectral cutting in the

propagation process, the bandwidth of the compressed

pulses is about 50nm. The pulses can only be mea-

sured by the intensity autocorrelation. The result is

shown in Fig.3(b), showing a pulse duration of 25fs

assuming a sech2 shape, very close to the bandwidth-

limited value. In this measurement, the diÆculty in

originating from the low repetition can be overcome

by a high repetition operation.

It is more diÆcult to measure the stretched pulses,

especially for the non-ampli�ed pulses. Normally

these pulses have a few nano-joules of energy and hun-

dreds of picoseconds duration, which is over 104 times

weaker than those pulses from the oscillator. The SHG

signal is too weak to be detected by a PMT. In fact,

even for the ampli�ed pulses it is still impossible to

carry out an exact measurement since the largest mea-

surable foot width is 530ps, which is limited by the

total delay of the step-motor. However, the autocor-

relator can be used to prove that the stretched pulse

duration is longer than 500ps since the SHG signal

does exist on the whole delay path. This is one of the

reasons that the eight-pass pre-ampli�er has obtained

a very large ampli�cation and the conversion eÆciency

is as high as 23%.[13]

IV.CONCLUSION

We have designed and constructed a compact au-

tocorrelator with the dual functions of interferomet-

ric and intensity autocorrelation. Measurements have

been performed at both high and low repetitions. The

autocorrelator is an internal-calibrated instrument, in

which a self-calibrated rapid-scanning measurement is

utilized to verify the precision and correctness of the

intensity autocorrelation measurement, while the lat-

ter is more versatile in the characterization for the

CPA system. Indeed, the practical operation has
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proven advantages besides compactness, such as ro-

bustness, easy-to-use, etc.

Based on this home-made autocorrelator, the

home-made JIGUANG-I TW laser facility was char-

acterized for its pulse duration evolution property. In

a rapid-scanning measurement, using an audio loud-

speaker on one arm, an interferometric signal of the

output from the high-repetition laser oscillator is ob-

tained, and a pulse duration as short as 12fs and a

bandwidth as wide as 120nm have been measured.

However, by adjusting the positions of the mirrors

and using a step-motor on another arm, the inten-

sity autocorrelation trace can be easily measured for

the pulses either from a high-repetition laser oscilla-

tor or from a low-repetition laser ampli�er. For the

same pulse train, the two schemes of measurement are

in excellent agreement. Besides, in the slow-scanning

con�guration, chirped pulses as long as 500ps from the

pulse stretcher have been determined.

The central wavelength of the measured pulses

is 800nm. However, as we have demonstrated in the

SHG experiments,[12] the central wavelength is tun-

able between 710 and 870nm with the same crystal

and the same structure. Furthermore, utilizing di�er-

ent SHG crystals or two-photon pin-diodes, this com-

pact and dual function design can be extended to other

ultrashort laser systems at di�erent wavelengths.
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